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Abstract: We discovered genetic features and environmental factors which were involved in
multifactorial diseases. To exploit the massive data obtained from the experiments conducted at the
General Hospital, Chennai, data mining tools were required and we proposed a 2-Phase approach using
a specific genetic algorithm. This heuristic approach had been chosen as the number of features to
consider was large (upto 3654 for biological data under our study). Collected data indicated for pairs of
affected individuals of a same family their similarity at given points (locus) of their chromosomes.
This was represented in a matrix where each locus was represented by a column and each pairs of
individuals considered by a row. The objective was first to isolate the most relevant associations of
features and then to class individuals that had the considered disease according to these associations.
For the first phase, the feature selection problem, we used a genetic algorithm (GA). To deal with this
very specific problem, some advanced mechanisms had been introduced in the genetic algorithm such
as sharing, random immigrant, dedicated genetic operators and a particular distance operator had been
defined. Then, the second phase, a clustering based on the features selected during the previous phase,
will use the clustering algorithm k-means.
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Crossover: We use a Subset Size-Oriented Common
Feature Crossover Operator (SSOCF)[2] which keeps
useful informative blocks and produces offspring’s
which have the same distribution than the parents.
Offsprings are kept, only if they fit better than the least
good individual of the population. Features shared by
the 2 parents are kept by offsprings and the non shared
features are inherited by offsprings corresponding to the
ith parent with the probability (ni-nc/nu) where ni is the
number of selected features of the ith parent, nc is the
number of commonly selected features across both
mating partners and nu is the number of non-shared
selected features.

INTRODUCTION
The first phase of our algorithm deals with
isolating the very few relevant features from the large
set. This is not exactly the classical feature selection
problem known in Data mining as, in[9], for example
around 50% of features are selected. Here, we have the
idea that less than 5% of the features have to be
selected. But this problem is close from the classical
feature selection problem and we will use a genetic
algorithm as we saw they are well adapted for problems
with a large number of features[6,7,8]. We present here
the main characteristics and adaptations we made to
deal with this particular feature selection problem. Our
genetic algorithm has different phases. It proceeds for a
fixed number of generations. A chromosome, here, is a
string of bits whose size corresponds to the number of
features. A 0 or 1, at position i, indicates whether the
feature i, is selected (1) or not (0).

Mutation: The mutation is an operator which allows
diversity. During the mutation stage, a chromosome has
a probability pmut to mutate. If a chromosome is
selected to mutate, we choose randomly a number n of
bits to be flipped then n bits are chosen randomly and
flipped. In order to create a large diversity, we set pmut
around 10% and n € [1,5].
Selection: We implement a probabilistic binary
tournament selection. Tournament selection holds n
tournaments to choose n individuals. Each tournament
consists of sampling 2 elements of the population and
choosing the best one with a probability p €¸[1,5].

The genetic operators: These operators allow GAs to
explore the search space. However, operators typically
have destructive as well as constructive effects. They
must be adapted to the problem.
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crowded the neighborhood of a solution is. The distance
δ is the chromosomal distance adapted to our problem
presented before. The fitness of individuals situating in
high concentrated search space regions is degraded and
a new fitness value is calculated and used, in place of
the initial value of the fitness, for the selection.
The sharing fitness fsh(i) of an individual i, where n
is the size of the population,αsh = 1 and σsh = 3), is:

METERIALS AND METHODS
Specific adaptations and mechanisms: The
chromosomal distance (A distance adapted to the
problem): The biologist experts indicate that a gene is
correlated with its neighbours situated on the same
chromosome at a distance smaller than σ equals to 20
CMorgan (a measure unit). So in order to compare two
individuals, we create a specific distance which is a
kind of bit to bit distance where not a single bit i is
considered but the whole window (i-σ, i+σ) of the two
individuals are compared. If one and only one
individual has a selected feature in this window, the
distance is increased by one.

fsh(i) =

F(i)

∑ nj=1Sh(δ(Ii,Ij))

where:
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The fitness function: The fitness function we
developed refers to the support notion, for an
association, which, in data mining, denotes the number
of times an association is met over the number of times
at least one of the members of the association is met.
The function is composed of two parts. The first
one favours for a small support a small number of
selected features because biologists have in mind that
associations will be composed of few features and if an
association has a bad support, it is better to consider
less features (to have opportunity to increase the
support). The second part, the most important
(multiplied by 2), favours for a large support a large
number of features because if an association has a good
support, it is generally composed of few features and
then we must try to add other features in order to have a
more complete association. What is expected is to
favours good associations (in term of support) with as
much as features as possible. This expression may be
simplified, but we let it in this form in order to identify
the two terms.
F = ((1-S) ∗ (T/10-10∗SF) /T)+2∗(S∗ (T/10-10∗SF)/T
Where:
S = (α∩β∩γ…)/(α∪β∪γ…)where α,β,γ… are the
selected features

Random immigrant: Random Immigrant is a method
that helps to maintain diversity in the population. It
should also help to avoid premature convergence[1]. We
use random immigrant as follows: if the best individual
is the same during N generations, each individual of the
population, whose fitness is under the mean, is replaced
by a new randomly generated individual. When random
immigrant is done, we add an extra step in our
algorithm.
The clustering phase
Use of k-means algorithm: The k-means algorithm is
an iterative procedure for clustering which requires an
initial classification of the data. The k-means algorithm
proceeds as follows: it computes the center of each
cluster, then computes new partitions by assigning
every object to the cluster whose center is the closest
(in term of the Hamming distance) to that object. This
cycle is repeated during a given number of iterations or
until the assignment has not changed during one
iteration[5].
Since the number of features is now very small, we
implement a classical k-means algorithm widely used in
clustering and to initialise the procedure we randomly
select initial centers.

T = Total number of features,
SF = Number of selected significant features

Experiments: Validation on an artificial database: In
order to validate the method, experiments have been
first executed on an artificial database constructed to be
close to real problems, which is a public one. we know,
by construction, the relevant associations of features
which can influence the disease.

Sharing: To avoid premature convergence and to
discover different good solutions (different relevant
associations of features), we use a niching mechanism.
A comparison of such mechanisms has been done in[4].
Both crowding and sharing give good results and we
choose to implement the fitness sharing[3].
The objective is to boost the selection chance of
individuals that lie in less crowded area of the search
space. We use a niche count that measures of how

Table 1: Association
Association
α+β
100%
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α+δ
50%

β+δ
20%

ϒ+ω
10%
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Table 2: Occurrence
(α β δ)
(α β δ)
(ω ϒ)
(ω ϒ δ)
4
1

(α β)
(ω δ ϒ)
1

(α β)
(ω)
2

(ω α δ β)
(ω ϒ β)
1

features and to confirm interesting associations of
features.
CONCLUSION

(α+β+δ)
(ω δ)
1

We present here a genetic algorithm dedicated for a
particular feature selection problem encountered in
genetic analysis of different diseases. The specificities
of this problem is that we are not looking for single
feature but for several associations of features that may
be involved in the studied disease.
Results are promising for biologists as the
algorithm seems to be robust and to be able to isolate
interesting associations. Those associations have now to
be studied and validated by the biologists.

Results to obtain are associations α+β+δ and ϒ+ω.
This test base is composed of 491 features and 165
pairs of individuals. For ten runs, we wanted to know
how many times associations were discovered by the
GA. We noted the following results in Association
Table 1.
The first phase was able to discover real
interactions of locus. Some of them are more difficult
than other to find. Then, we ran the k-means algorithm
with the results of the GA. We gave 11 features
selected by the GA, instead of the initial 491 to
the k-means algorithm.
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